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In [3] we raised the following question: does there exist a recur-

sively enumerable degree d such that 0(n)<d(n)<0(n+1) for all

wjSO? This question was answered affirmatively by Lachlan [l] and

by Martin [2]. Lachlan's proof combines a familiar priority argument

with the fixed point theorem of Kleene. Martin's proof is a new form

of priority argument based on Theorem 3 of section 6 of [3]. In this

paper we give a vanishingly short proof of the Lachlan-Martin

result without any use of priority. Our argument is an exercise in the

fixed point theorem. We exploit, possibly for the first time, a uni-

formity concealed in most proofs of the fixed point theorem.

Let A be an arbitrary set of natural numbers, and let WA, Wi,

Wi, ■ ■ ■ be a standard simultaneous enumeration of all sets recur-

sively enumerable in A. For each e^O, let

RA. = {2n\nEA}yj{2n+l\nEWA.}.

Then R$, Rf, RA, • • ■ is a standard simultaneous enumeration of

sets recursively enumerable in A and of degree greater than or equal

to that of A.
The proof of Theorem 3 of §6 of [3 ] makes clear that there exists a

recursive function t such that

(A)(e)[A < Rlw < A'    and    (RAM)'= RA\,

where A is the degree of A. By the fixed point theorem, there exists

a c such that

(A)[RAM = RAC].

The fact that c is independent of A is the key that unlocks the shiny

little box containing our proof. It follows that

(A)[A<RA<A'    and    (RAC)' = R*' ].

But then

(A)[A<RA <A' < (RA)' <A"]

and
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(AK»)[A™<(RAe)M<AiK+1,\.

Let J and C be operators such that J{A) =A' and C{A) =Rf. Then

our argument (as well as that of Martin [2]) shows that JC=CJ. In

other words we have found a solution of Post's problem which com-

mutes with the jump operator up to degrees. A. Nerode pointed out

that the version of the fixed point theorem used above is better

formulated as a fixed point theorem for a class of effective trans-

formations acting on a class of effective operators. From his point of

view, it is not surprising that one should use a fixed point argument

to study the equation JX = XJ.

We leave the reader with the following open question: does there

exist a solution to Post's problem well defined on degrees? More pre-

cisely, does there exist a Godel number c such that for all A and B,

if A = B, then R? = R? and A<R?<A'?
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